Personal Values Card Sort
1. Place five anchor cards in order from 1-5 in front of the participant (Least important should
be on the left; Most important on the right).
2. Shuffle the 50 value cards; keep the 2 blank cards separate.
3. Instruct the participant to sort the cards using the following script:
“I placed five title cards in front of you—Least important, not very important, neither important nor
unimportant, somewhat important, and most important. I’m going to give you a stack of 50 cards. Each
card describes something that may represent a personal value for you. I would like you to look at each card
and place each card under one of the five title cards. There are also two blank cards. If there is a value you
would like to include, write it on the card and put it in whichever pile you would like. I would like you to
sort all 50 cards, but whether you use the two additional cards is optional. The only rule is that you can have
no more than 10 cards under the Most Important stack. After you are finished with this part, I will ask
you to do one other small task. Do you have any questions?”
4. When participant indicates s/he is finished with the sorting, look at the Most Important
deck to make sure there are no more than 10 cards under this deck.
5. Read the following:
“For the second task, I’d like you to focus on the top values you chose and sort them from 1 to n (total
number participant has in the most important pile—no more than 10) using the ranking sheet. In this spot
(point to #1) you will put the card that is your top value. Then you will put your second top value here
(point to #2). Do you have any questions?”
6. When participant indicates s/he is finished rank ordering the most important pile, check to
make sure you understand how the cards were sorted (ascending or descending). Point to
the #1 spot and say, “I just want to make sure I have this right--Is this your number one
value”
7. Record values on scoring sheet using either card number or value name. Indicate which
stack each value was put under and for stack #5 (most important), indicate rank order. 1=
number one value.

